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QUALITY AND EXCELLENCE
IN THE WORLD OF SHAVING

AND MALE GROOMING.

We have been handing down the ancient Italian shaving 

ritual for four generations of master craftsmen, finding the 

perfect inspiration in the culture, beauty and history of our 

city: Florence.

The love and expert hands of our craftsmen and the best 

raw materials that we personally select, transform and 

make each Mondial 1908 object a unique and inimitable 

small masterpiece.
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MONDIAL 1908



OBJECTS WITH 
AN EXCLUSIVE DESIGN

COMBINED WITH TRADITION,
MAKE MONDIAL 1908

THE TRUE ITALIAN LUXURY.
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We love every single piece, which we produce to measure, 

from the sets for luxury shaving, the fine brushes known all 

over the world, cosmetics and products for the male groom-

ing experience. Each of them contains a small piece of our 

history and a man’s daily life. We also produce exceptional 

shaving creams in refined fragrances, obtained with an ar-

tisanal process still today, according to our ancient recipe, 

as well as luxurious colognes with exclusive fragrances, for 

the true Gentleman.
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MONDIAL 1908



1908 19501936

MONDIAL 1908.
A HISTORY OF A PASSION

IN CONTINUOUS RESEARCH
OF PERFECTION.
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The Mondial brand is acquired 

for which large productions had 

been made in the past. A deep 

affection bound us to this brand 

as well as the certainty that it 

could rediscover the luster and 

splendor that have always distin-

guished it.

The range of Mondial products 

is enriched with new collections, 

becoming the unique reference 

for all products related to shaving 

and cosmetics. Today Mondial 

1908 is synonymous with refine-

ment and excellence in male 

grooming.

A new product line is launched: 

Antica Barberia. Unlike the other 

Mondial Collections, it has been 

designed even more for a beard 

and mustache care at 360 de-

grees, to give the man a perfect 

shave like that of the barber, but 

also for all those who, attentive 

to fashions, prefer instead redis-

cover the charm of a thicker but 

necessarily well-groomed beard.

The Mondial Gentlemen’s Barber 

is inaugurated, the first luxury 

corporate store, entirely dedicat-

ed to male grooming. Entering the 

Salone and Concept Store, which 

overlooks the banks of the Arno 

near the Ponte Vecchio, means 

starting a truly unique sensory 

exploration, aimed at the Gen-

tleman in each of us. The Salone 

also presents a precious Olfactory 

entirely dedicated to the sensorial 

exploration of the fragrances of 

the Mondial 1908 brand.

The progenitor Attilio Bagnoli 

founded the “Attilio Bagnoli & 

Co. Fabbrica Pennelli”. The pro-

duction started from the mixing 

of the bristles for the production 

of industrial brushes. Only a few 

years later the first rudimentary 

shaving brushes were started.

In 1936 the “Fabbrica Pennelli” 

moved from the small hamlet of 

Galluzzo to the gates of Florence, 

in the heart of the city, to “Porta 

Romana”. It is here that the main 

economic exchanges take place 

in the first decades of the new 

century. Production continues to 

grow under the direction of the 

second generation of our family.

With the arrival of the third gen-

eration, the business has a new 

impetus which allows an impor-

tant growth of the presence in 

the national market. Our shaving 

brushes are beginning to be in-

creasingly appreciated by local 

barbers who also commission 

them for their wealthy clients.

In recent years, the production 

of shaving brushes is aimed at 

the main European brands. Pres-

tigious shaving sets, the result of 

craftsmanship and an example of 

design refinement. Small master-

pieces appreciated, to our great 

satisfaction, all over the world.



MONDIAL GENTLEMEN’S BARBER,
A MAGICAL PLACE WHERE
REDISCOVER THE ANCIENT

RITUAL OF SHAVING.
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The Mondial Gentlemen’s Barber overlooks the splendid set-
ting of Ponte Vecchio, in Borgo San Jacopo. A place full of 
wonder where we promote the rediscovery of time to dedi-
cate to ourselves, through a relaxing personalized ritual. 

Entering our salon and concept store means starting a truly 
unique sensory exploration. An experience to discover the 
atmosphere of a traditional Italian barber shop, capable of 
involving, through a series of emotional suggestions, both 
those who want a simple exclusive beard or hair treatment, 
and those who want to push themselves to the end to under-
stand the true philosophy of wet shaving.

The salon also features a precious “Olfattorio” (Olfac-
tory) entirely dedicated to the sensorial exploration of 

our fragrances. Borgo San Jacopo, an ancient village in 
the Oltrarno district in Florence, is located exactly half-
way between the suggestive Ponte Vecchio, the historic 
seat of the greatest Florentine jewelers, and San Fredi-
ano, recently elected the coolest neighborhood in the 
world, where tradition and modernity meet. Here you can 
breathe an authentic, real air, it almost seems like taking 
a dip back into the past of Florence; here people slow 
down when they walk, you don’t know why, but you seem 
to savor something you can’t breathe elsewhere. And just 
walking through this wonderful “diladdarno” village, as 
they say in Florence, home of the finest Florentine crafts-
manship, you will come across Mondial Gentlemen’s Bar-
ber, an extraordinary place, full of charm, dedicated to the 
Gentlemen of yesterday and today.
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THE MONDIAL GENTLEMEN’S BARBER
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THE MONDIAL GENTLEMEN’S BARBER
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THE MONDIAL GENTLEMEN’S BARBER
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THE MONDIAL GENTLEMEN’S BARBER
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THE MONDIAL GENTLEMEN’S BARBER
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“
Today Mondial 1908 represents the highest 

expression of Italian excellence 
in the world of shaving and men’s cosmetics.

We take care of skin first of all, to give as gifts then 
a perfect, gentle and trauma-free shave, pampering 

it even after, with highly moisturizing, soothing
and extraordinarily refreshing products.

The refined fragrances of our colognes 
will envelop then with a touch exclusivity, 

in the typical style of the true Italian Gentleman.

”

Francesco Bagnoli

CEO and belonging to the fourth generation of Mondial 1908
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